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Abstract. Orientational planting cannot only make maize leaf growing
consistently, but also improve the leaf photosynthetic capacity of unit area and
yield of maize. The "tip" direction was detected and the angle of deflection was
measured by using contour curvature analysis method of maize seed, the S
component of HSV channel was preprocessed by Otsu method, the automatic
extracting maize seeds embryo and orientation information have been realized
through image color channel conversion, segmentation, preprocessing, and its
contour characteristic analysis. A rectangular region ROI in the image was
defined and counts up pixels within the region, the region-specific positive and
negative ROI pixels were compared by TM threshold and the embryo side
towards was identified. This paper adopted Zheng-958, Jundan-20 and
Zhongke-11 maize seed for research object, each variety was repeated three
times by using the above methods. The results showed that the average
accuracy of embryo inspection was more than 95%; the direction average angle
was 2.2 °.
Keywords: Image processing, Maize seed, Orientational planting, Position
inspection, Embryo

1 Introduction
Maize is an important crop in the world. The orientational planting cannot only make
maize leaf growing consistently, but also improve the maize leaf photosynthetic
capacity of unit area and yield of maize. Thereby, enhancing unit area of maize leaf
photosynthesis is able to increase yield [1-2]; there are many researchers to try to put
maize seeds manually to be fixed and achieve orientational sowing, but the seeding
efficiency is too low to suit for large-scale operations. In order to improve the
orientational seeding efficiency and effect, it has to find a way for the seed orientation
and fixed in the soil to adopt the combination of mechanization and automation, so
the key technology is to achieve orientation of maize seeds. Because of its unique and
irregular appearance characteristics of maize seed, it is more difficult to achieve
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orientation of maize seeds. Therefore, the image processing technology can be used to
identify the embryo of the maize seed.
The image processing technology has been widely used in agricultural products
inspection and grading, such as cereal grain color, grain shape and type of
identification, fruit shape and defects [3-9] and other exterior quality inspection, but
the application of maize seed orientation for mechanized seeding research rarely
reported. In this paper, the embryo and position of maize were obtained by the image
processing technology to provide technical support for subsequent mechanized
orientational planting.

2 Image Processing and Inspection Methods
According to the situation of the maize sowing into the soil, there are 13 kinds of
position and orientation relative to the row direction [10], but only four kinds of that
are easy to implement mechanized planting, which are perpendicular or parallel to the
row for embryo up and down (Fig.1). To determine the position and direction of
maize seeds, each seed has a fixed orientation and position. This paper adopted
Zheng-958, Jundan-20 and Zhongke-11 maize seed for research object, the direction
radicle of the maize seed deflection angle was taken for the positioning standard in
long axis direction, the embryo surface and obverse were distinguished through the
embryo color image processing, this paper mainly located the maize seed classify
feature and color feature detection.

Row direction

(a) Embryo up and down, perpendicular to the row (b) Embryo up and down, parallel to the
row
Fig.1 Maize seed position and direction

2.1 Image Preprocessing
The greyscale image is divided into two kinds of A and B type based on Otsu
segmentation method, the probability of occurrence and mean gray level of A and B
type can be calculated, after that the inter-class variance can be calculated also, so the
maximum variance was chosen as the best threshold. The background gradient of
RGB are removed based on Otsu method, the noise was suppressed by using image
smoothing operators, the result of applying a 33 median filter to the image and
converting from RGB mode to HSV in Fig.2(b), the gray level distribution range was
transform to [0-255] [11], and the H, S, V three single channel were extracted from

HSV channel in Fig.2(b), otherwise, it were preprocessed with binarization processing
and the morphological noise reduce processing.

（a）RGB channel
（b）HSV channel
Fig.2 Image color channel analysis of maize seed

（c）S channel

2.2 The direction inspection method for maize seed
Most crop seeds have end "tip" in the direction of the long axis, and the other end is
relatively flat, for example: garlic, pumpkin, and sunflower. For such seed direction
discrimination method, the image edge of garlic clove pointed position corner was
found using SUSAN detection algorithm, and to identify garlic seed direction [12].
The same method has been used in Reference [13] and Reference [14], the seed
orientation is judged by scanning seed edge on fixed area and comparing both
directions of the seed edge pixels number within the region. This method has the
advantages of high success rate of identification easy to control, and can distinguish
the general orientation, but it can’t accurately quantify the deflection angle of the seed
direction.
This paper adopted the best aspects of several algorithms, the seed head was
distinguished by the area scanning method, the maize seeds and deflection angle were
analyzed and distinguished with the contour curvature. The edge of preprocessed
image was detected by using Candy operator, the maximum outer contours of the
edges image of maize seed to be found and saved in {Si}, the contour point of
maximum curvature was found by the [Si, Si-k] and [Si, Si+k] of the inner product of
two vectors, this point is the expectation, k is the precision of calculations, the definite
steps is shown in Fig.3. Because the maximum curvature was on the terminal of
contours, the minimal result of inner product is satisfactory. The maximum curvature
point of the contour through round-robin comparison was turned into point of maize
cusp. The straight line that connected to the maximum curvature point P1 and corn
contour centroid point P0, that was regarded as the axis of the corn, the angle θ
between the axis and the vertical line was calculated as a reference in a vertical
direction, it is shown by formula (1), the direction will been determined by judging
the size of θ, the inner product of vectors is shown in Fig.4 and the detection result is
shown in Fig.5.
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Fig.4 Inner product of vectors

Fig.5 Detection result

2.3 The embryo inspection method for maize seed
As shown in Fig.6, the mass center of maize seeds for the grey value was obviously
on the high side after binarization in the S channel for embryo up, but it has no
obvious change for the embryo down, due to the influence that the surface has no
embryo. The collected images were transformed from RGB to HSV channel, and its S
channel was extracted to conduct gradation processing [15]. Binarization processing
was done according to the threshold determined by Otsu method. A rectangular ROI
region was defined, which central was the maize contour centroid, the length of the
half major axis was regarded as the long side of the rectangle, the length of the half
minor axis was regarded as the short side, so the ROI region was scanned
progressively and calculated the number of the pixels which gray value was 255, The

result P was tested according to the preset threshold TM, the calculating process was
shown in Fig.7; P is calculated by formula (2):
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M (i, j) is the grey value of point (i, j), T is the rectangular area ratio of black pixels
inside the rectangular area, S is the area of the rectangle, the point (i0,j0) and the point
(ik, jk) are the diagonal point of the rectangle.
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Fig.7 Embryo detection algorithm

(a) Embryo up
(b) Embryo down
Fig.8 The results of embryo inspection

If the P = 1, the maize embryo is upward; else P = 0, maize embryo is downward.
Each 100 seeds of three varieties were selected: Zheng-dan958, Jun-dan20 and
Zhong-ke11 for the experiment test. The T value will be to calculate according to the
above method under the maize embryo was upward and downward, and the
distribution of T value was obtained as shown in Fig.9. The T value was more than
0.45 when maize embryo was upward, while the T value is less than 0.15 in
commonly for downward, The T is 0.4 to be the threshold of TM and judge the
orientations of embryo surface.

Fig.9 TM scatter diagram

3 Experiments and Result Analysis
The position and orientation of maize seed are determined, which needed to the full
surface contours and color information. The image has been taken by automatic
Exmore R CMOS digital camera (SONY, DSC-WX7 type), the lens maximum
aperture range is from F2.6 to F6.3, The image resolution is 640480pix, and the
format of image is JPEG, it was output via USB2.0 interface.
3.1 Experiments of direction inspection
In this experiment, each 100 seeds of the Zheng-dan958, Jun-dan20 and Zhongke11
maize varieties were chosen and divided into two kinds of directions. Among them,
the radicle tips of 50 seeds were pointed to the top of the picture, the radicle tips of
other 50 seeds were pointed to bottom of picture. The number of seed with radicle
point to the top of picture is decided to qualified index. The result of inspection was
achieved by image processing. At the same time, the deflection angle value was
calculated and recorded. The test was repeated for three times, the results are shown
in table 1. The accuracy for the direction inspection of three different variety seed was
above 98%, the minimum average value of the deflection angle was 1.8 degree.
Table 1. The result of direction inspection
Factor

Time/
Result

Manual
Zhengdan958

Junan20

Zhongke11

1 time
2 time
3 time
Accurate rate
1 time
2 time
3 time
Accurate rate
1 time
2 time
3 time
Accurate rate

Upward
50
50
49
50
99%
50
50
49
99%
49
50
49
98%

Downward
50
50
50
49
99%
50
50
50
100%
49
50
50
99%

Maximum
(degree)
0
3.5
3.4
3.5

Minimum
(degree)
0
1.8
2.2
1.8

Average
(degree)
0
2.5
2.7
2.2

3.8
3.7
3.5

2.1
2.4
1.9

2.8
2.6
2.4

3.3
3.4
3.6

1.7
2.2
2.4

2.3
2.8
2.9

3.2 Experiments of embryo orientation inspection
In the same way, each 100 seeds of the Zheng-dan958, Jun-dan20 and Zhongke11
maize varieties were chosen and divided into two kinds of embryo up and down, each
test were chosen 50 seeds. It was tested same with the above method, the results were
shown in table 2, the accurate rate of Zheng-dan958 for embryo up was 98%, the Jundan20 was 93%, the Zhong-ke11was 93%. In addition, the accurate rates for embryo
down respectively were 99%, 98% and 95% respectively.

Table 2. The result of embryo orientation inspection
Factor
Manual
Zhengdan958

Jundan20

Zhongke11

Time/Result
1 time
2 time
3 time
Accurate rate
T average value
1 time
2 time
3 time
Accurate rate
T average value
1 time
2 time
3 time
Accurate rate
T average value

Embryo up
50
47
45
50
94%
0.68
48
49
50
98%
0.59
45
46
49
93%
45

Embryo down
50
49
50
50
99%
0.12
50
48
50
98%
0.13
50
47
46
95%
50

4 Conclusions
Maize is the second large crop in China. The orientational planting cannot make
maize leaf growing consistently, but also improve the maize leaf photosynthetic
capacity of per unit area and yield of maize. So the extraction of maize embryo and
orientation method based on image processing has been conducted in this paper. The
automatic extracting maize seeds embryo and orientation information has been
realized through image color channel conversion, segmentation, preprocessing, and its
contour characteristic analysis. Through three maize varieties experiments, the
conclusions are shown in follows:
A contour curvature analysis method was put forward to determine the maize seed
"tip" direction, the maize seed "tip" direction was detected and the angle of deflection
was measured using contour curvature analysis method.
The S channel of HSV image was preprocessed by Otsu method, a rectangular
region ROI in the picture was defined and the pixels within the region had been
calculated, the region-specific ROI pixels of the positive and negative maize seed
were compared by TM threshold, so the maize seed embryo side towards had been
distinguished.
This paper adopted Zheng-958, Jundan-20 and Zhongke-11 maize seed for
research object, each variety was repeated three times by using the above methods,
the results showed that the average accuracy of embryo inspection was more than
95%; the direction average angle was 2.2 °.
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